are actually not mtevant and, besides,
the routlm of the CGfl-ECHELEC
FEHjUCffon do not permit any highwuracy mmumments cxf line Intenstti88,

2 TypTd examples are mms Fe lines
crowding between 3935 and 3Q3fr

eclipsing phenomenon. Rather it
might indicate an lntrinai~variability,
not chara~Mstlc
for &y-type stars.
It has to be noted, however, that,
when observed on different occasions
with consldsrable Ume-separation,
the mean vatu% of th6 photometric

parameters I-ras turned out. to be mnstant, Thus the UBV mean valueg obQind from 7 nigh& in $985 are:
6.696, -0.151,4.823 end the c a m
sponding ones fram 5 nights in IQSS:
6.705, 4.155, -0.826. The padbls
He-llrw mrtdons, rnmiond above,

and som mysterious I
h fn 17)
arpund 4W9. In an exterrsive mnWmion by Wolf (10?3) a k q e
number of u"high-temp~~twen
tine
are I€fentified. Unfortunately It is not
mif-evldmt *that all Unss found-in a
certain position rally md entirely
represent the 9xpecAad oneis. The
Ines themselves do mt tell you explicjtly who they mare.
As mentioned
above, WEKQ are quite a few coineMences between high and mscfhrn
Mnes in the s g w t r w without any
passibilEty of convinciq u n b i e d
IdenWbat1onIn Tabie 2 1 have added some IdenWed high-temperature Ilnes to the
lie gwptesented by WOK Besides, however, there are a h Iim which I
pexsonally condder as not e h m m
tefW far a 52 star although axither
56rJcts of observations with still higher
resioIut5on is required for definite confim*.
8.The M and K lines seem to be of
Fntmtdar wigin. W& mpad to tothe
sW9 lo&ion in t b Milky Way one
has to expect a msiderable con-

A Panorama of l a Silla
H.Z6DET,€SO
The centrefold in this Messenger
issue was obtained in late December
1991 and depicts the cenhl part of the
189" panorma reproduced below.
It shows the La Silla observatory and
most of the? telescopes there, just before
sunset. It was taken from the road that
leads to the 3.6-m telascope. Quits a
few cws with busy astronornws and
engineers passad me and probably
wondered what a photographer was doing there, with plenty of equipment in
the middle of the road. Thanks for their
kind consideration, a minor traffic jam
was elegantly avoided.
This panorama covers half of the hori-

zon and is a composite of eight individu- tlons in and around La Silla. It turns out
al exposures, made in rapid succession
so that the Illuminaticrn would not
change too much.
I used a Hasselblad 2000FC camera,
equipped with a Zeiss Planar t 10-mm
lens, stopped to 1:2. The fllm was
Kodak Ektachrorne 100 Plus.
In order to combine the slides so that
them would be a smooth transition between all of them, they were scanned
and re-assembled electronically by Reger Studios, Munlch.
fhls photo Is one of a series of
pa no mi^ views of the ESO obsematory, whlch I obtaineel from various loca-

that dus to the pattern of the telescope
domes, there does not exist any spot
(on the ground at least] frame where all
buildings are simultaneously visible.

I

The la Sllla Panoma which is well
suited for the preductian of horfion
panwarnas in Planetaria, @tea,is now
availabfe from the €SO Information Servim (address cn lasit page). It may be
obtained as a 1 -metre-long photographtc
pn'nt or a 24-em-wide slide, both at a cost
of 115 DM. Please be sure to lnelicate an
the order which of the two is desired.

